
Activate
Through our Activate Program, we unleash your potential to create meaningful change by providing you with the practical
skills necessary to innovate with purpose. From hypotheses formation to idea validation, we show you how to think with a
lean startup entrepreneur mindset, and equip you with the tools you'll need to build strong foundations for your startup.

Build
From hypotheses formation and market research, to
ideation and prototyping – we'll teach you the ins and
outs of building a product or service that could change
the world for the better.

Measure
Product testing and prototype validation is a core
component of the iterative process of any successful
startup. You'll learn to measure the metrics that matter,
including your market relevance and impact potential.

Learn
We'll coach you to see your ideas through a lean startup
entrepreneur mindset. The lean startup methodology
can be applied to any of your transformative ideas to
make them a reality, and to ensure you're building real
solutions to real problems.



Program Outline
The Activate program is delivered over 8 full-day workshops to a cohort of up to 12 people. Held in Melbourne and Sydney, the
program is delivered by One10 and In Common. We kick off with a welcome dinner on a Friday. This is followed by an intensive
weekend 9am - 5pm Saturday and Sunday. We then meet for full day workshops, 1 day per week for the following 6
weeks. We round out the program with a special pitch night to showcase your business.

Lean startup approach
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Topics Covered

Pitch practice



The Details

The One10 Team are experts in commercialising

purpose-driven businesses. We never compromise

on purpose to boost profits. We firmly believe that

business can and will solve social and environmental

issues. 

Elegibility

You are passionate and committed to creating a

business venture to address a real problem and

create meaningful change. You aim to

create positive social or environmental impact.

Delivery

Face-to-face interactive workshops

One-on-one tailored mentoring 

Peer learning and feedback from the group

Toolkits & resources

Why One10
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Valued at $20,000 One10 is subsidising $15,000

Cost to Participants: $5,000 per startup*

*Cost for one team member, additional fee for more team members


